
 

Unlock Daring Dash It will give Daring Dash gamers the opportunity to play as Mato and complete new missions. There are six missions in total, with lots of tough levels that focus on tactics rather than speed. The first mission, Escape From Arcosani Valley, starts players off on an easy level, but it's only the beginning of the game's many tough challenges. Racers must finish the first level before
unlocking the next, and it's the final mission that unlocks Crash Nitro Kart's second character. Unlock Ripper Roo After completing all six missions in Daring Dash, players will be able to play as Ripper Roo in all other game modes. If you're familiar with previous Crash games, you'll know that Ripper Roo drives a beastly ride with two monster truck-sized tires instead of wheels. The way Gamers ride
on this monster is by doing its trademark laugh, which causes it to bounce along the track at high speeds. Another reason gamers will want to unlock this character is because players can unlock his Kart for use in all other game modes. The only way to unlock this Kart is to get all gold medals in all six Daring Dash missions. Unlock Pink Pursuit Kart The kart is unlocked automatically after finishing
the first race. However, you need to have unlocked Ripper Roo first before doing so. If you have Mato, you can play as him or use his kart. The same goes for Ripper Roo if he has already been unlocked by completing the six Daring Dash races. If both racers are unavailable, players will just have to choose from one of the four remaining racers. Unlock Double Trouble Kart After completing all six
missions in Daring Dashâ€•youâ€•ll have the chance to unlock this kart. The only way to unlock this Kart is to get all gold medals in all six Daring Dash missions. If you do not, then you will have to wait until the next update before being able to play as Wreck-It Ralph and Tapper. Just like any unlocked karts, you can use it in any of your game modes. Unlock Ruin Crawler Kart After completing all
six missions in Daring Dashâ€•youâ€•ll have the chance to unlock this kart. The only way to unlock this Kart is to get all gold medals in all six Daring Dash missions. If you do not, then you will have to wait until the next update before being able to play as Wreck-It Ralph and Tapper. Just like any unlocked karts, you can use it in any of your game modes. Unlock Town Gossamer Kart After
completing all six missions in Daring Dashâ€•youâ€•ll have the chance to unlock this kart.
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